Guide to Corporate Licences

Discover a new short course to
empower staff and bolster your
employee training initiatives >

Transform Your Staff Training with GemIntro

Course Overview

Our Corporate Licences allow business
leaders to purchase access to our entry-level
online qualification in bulk for streamlined
education and training >

At Gem-A, our mission is to nurture a passion
for gemstones and provide accurate and
accessible information to those in fields where
gemmology is a key component >

GemIntro is a beginner’s level, online-only
gemmology course, certified at Ofqual Level
2, that provides a fundamental grounding in
scientific gemmology through interactive and
engaging lessons.

Your employees will learn…

Developed by the Gemmological Association
of Great Britain (Gem-A), this course is ideally

suited to jewellery brands, independent
retailers, manufacturers and auction houses
that want to upskill their teams in a consistent,
reliable and flexible way.
It is also suitable for jewellery education
providers and design course leaders wishing
to offer added value to their students.

•	to work with and buy gems with increased
confidence
•	to appreciate gemstone characteristics and identify
features of gems commonly available on the market
•	the different aspects and basic principles of
gemmology
•	gem-related topics such as responsible sourcing
and sustainability
•	how to inspire consumer confidence through
communicating effectively and knowledgeably
with clients

About Gem-A

Gem-A has been educating
people about gemstones and
gemmology for longer than any
other organisation worldwide >
Our courses are recognised globally for their academic
and professional excellence, as well as their rigorous
scientific grounding.
GemIntro is our debut online-only qualification that
focuses on essential gemmology principles to equip
those in retail, manufacturing and design environments
with the knowledge they need to thrive and maintain
consumer confidence.

Methods of Assessment
To complete the course, students must demonstrate
they can:
•	recognise, recall and show understanding of basic
gemmology from mine to market
•	understand the properties of a selection of the most
common gem materials
•	present a basic understanding of common gem
treatments, imitations and synthetics
Each chapter of GemIntro ends with a multiple-choice
quiz that students must successfully pass to unlock
the next phase of learning.
This provides extra assurances to employers and
Corporate Licence holders that their employees are
progressing. The final assessment also comprises
multiple-choice questions. Students are expected
to secure a minimum of 80% to receive their Level 2
qualification and retakes are possible.

THE GEMINTRO SYLLABUS
GemIntro includes 11 chapters, as well as further
reading on 32 gem materials, a guide to more
advanced gemmology and 'next steps'.
Chapter
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The course is
completed when the
student completes
the Final Assessment.
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Why Choose GemIntro?

GemIntro Corporate Licences

GemIntro can be easily accessed online
and studied over a six-month period >

Have the flexibility to roll out a
certified Gem-A qualification in your
business environment with GemIntro
Corporate Licences >

Our team will support you every step of
the way in registering your employees and
signing on new starters with ease.
Whether you have 10 staff members based
at a single retail unit or a complex
international team at the corporate level,
our Corporate Licence can be tailored to
your needs and seamlessly integrated into
your staff training initiatives.

By liaising directly with our Education
Department, you can secure bulk buying
discounts that are exclusive to our
Corporate Licences.

Beginner’s Level Learning >
No previous experience in gemmology is required
making this an ideal course for new starters

Simple Sign Up >
We work with businesses on a caseby-case basis to ensure a smooth
and efficient sign-up process

Unlimited Numbers >
Whether you have 10 employees or 1,000, a GemIntro
Corporate Licence can provide access for your whole team

Ready For You >
Corporate Licences can be purchased in advance and
access to new starters can be given as and when they join
your business

Interactive Staff Training >
More than 50 videos across 11 lessons make GemIntro an
engaging addition to your staff training

“One of the greatest benefits
of online learning is its
accessibility. Since GemIntro
launched in the spring of
2022, we have seen strong
interest from hobbyists,
amateur gemmologists,
jewellery designers and
small, independent retail
businesses alike.
The strongest potential
for GemIntro, however, is
its ability to be integrated
into corporate training
projects and new starter
processes that equip your

team with new skills.
With just a few clicks, your
staff could be engaged in
an interactive beginners'
qualification in gemmology
that not only provides them
with knowledge but also
confidence when speaking
to your end customers.
Providing access to
GemIntro will make your
employees feel valued and
appreciated, whether they
are joining your company or
looking to advance to the
next stage of their careers.

And, through our Corporate
Licences model, you can
offer access to GemIntro
across your business at
discounted rates.”
Gem-A CEO, Alan Hart

Certificate of Completion >
Staff members receive a personalised certificate stating
they have completed an Ofqual Level 2 qualification
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GemIntro Registration

GemIntro Corporate Licences

Responsive to Your Business Needs >

Frequently Asked Questions >

We understand that your time is precious and
as an employer and/or manager of a large
team, you can’t manually pay for and register
individual employees on the GemIntro

website. At Gem-A, we are able to complete
this mass registration for you through the
purchase of a single Corporate Licence
to GemIntro.
Combine with Existing
Study Packages >

STEP 1

STEP 2

Register your interest
with the Gem-A
Education Team
education@gem-a.com

Decide how
many individuals
you would like
to participate

STEP 4

STEP 3
Purchase your
GemIntro Corporate
Licence and benefit
from bulk offers

Supply a list of
student names via
Microsoft Excel or
send info as new
starters join your team

STEP 5
Receive regular updates to review
your team’s progress and completion rate

Blend GemIntro with sector-specific training
schemes, like the National Association of
Jewellers’ JET Certificate (JET1) to support
your retail sales associates.

Enhance the Employability
of Students >
GemIntro can be provided to students of
jewellery design short courses and degrees
to enhance their knowledge prior
to graduation and to improve their
employment opportunities.

How much does the course cost?
Access for one individual is £220 and course
materials are available online for six months.

What is a Corporate Licence to GemIntro?
Our Corporate Licences allow employers and
managers to purchase access to GemIntro in bulk
for large teams. There are two core methods for
enrolment: you supply the Gem-A team with a
list of individuals who need to be registered for
the course (including their email addresses) or
you purchase a Corporate Licence and we can
register new students as and when they choose to
participate or join your business. We streamline this
process for you and can provide Corporate Licence
discounts on the standard individual price. Please
email education@gem-a.com for more details.

What can I expect for my employees?

Do I need to provide my employees with any
special equipment?
No. The only requirement is a stable internet
connection and the ability to take notes for each
chapter quiz. We recommend using Google
Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Safari when accessing
the site. Desktop computers, laptops, tablets and
mobiles can all be used to complete the course.

Is GemIntro available in other languages?
No. Currently, we only offer GemIntro in English.

Can I track the progress of my employees?
The Gem-A Education team can provide you with
regular updates on how many of your employees
have completed the course and a list of those
who have secured their PDF certificates. Speak to
us about monitoring and managing the GemIntro
enrolment process at education@gem-a.com.

There are 30 hours of learning across 11 lessons,
including more than 50 videos. This is an
engaging online course with modules designed
to cover gemstone essentials, including the most
commercially relevant stones like diamonds,
sapphires, emeralds, rubies and tanzanites, as
well as birthstones. Each student who successfully
completes the course will receive a PDF Ofqual
accredited Gem-A Level 2 Award certificate with
their name on it.

Do my employees need a background in
gemmology?

Integrate into Staff Training >
Incorporate six months’ worth of access
to GemIntro into new starter packages
or make the course an extra benefit
when employees complete their
probationary periods.

Provide Added Value
to Staff >
Choose to offer GemIntro access
when staff move into specific job roles
or express a special interest in
enhancing their knowledge of
gemstones and gemmology.
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No. GemIntro has been designed for complete
beginners making it an ideal course for those
entering gem-related fields for the very first time.

What is the process of logging in for my team?
When you supply us with the names and contact
information of GemIntro participants, we can email
these individuals with the information they need
to register on the GemIntro education platform.
They will then be invited to login and create a
new password that’s unique to them. This login
information ensures that only registered students
receive an Ofqual Level 2 certificate.
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Gem-A Education

Discover our comprehensive ladder of
certified and professional qualifications that
build on each other to produce exceptional
and highly skilled gemmologists >
GemIntro > Gemmology Foundation > Gemmology Diploma > Diamond Diploma

The Gemmological Association of Great Britain
21 Ely Place, London, EC1N 6TD
+44 0207 404 3334 | education@gem-a.com

